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C_IEE2E_2404 Practice Test
ERPPrep.com’s C_IEE2E_2404 PDF is a comprehensive compilation of questions and
answers that have been developed by our team of SAP IEE2E experts and
experienced professionals. To prepare for the actual exam, all you need is to study
the content of this exam questions. You can identify the weak area with our
premium C_IEE2E_2404 practice exams and help you to provide more focus on
each syllabus topic covered. This method will help you to boost your confidence to
pass the SAP IEE2E certification with a better score.

C_IEE2E_2404 Questions and Answers Set
Question: 1

What is the outcome of an automatic payment run?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.

a) Financial accounting document
b) Approval process initiated
c) Open item in vendor's account
d) Data prepared for printing
e) Cleared item in vendor's account

Answer: a, d, e

Question: 2

What is required for putaway in SAP Extended Warehouse Management?
Please choose the correct answer.

a) Sales order
b) Warehouse transfer order
c) Inbound delivery order
d) Stock transport order

Answer: c

Question: 3

What do you use secondary cost elements for?
Please choose the correct answer.

a) Consulting costs
b) Energy costs
c) Travel costs
d) Internal labor costs

Answer: d
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Question: 4

Which of the following is the correct hierarchy of organizational structure elements
in SAP S/4HANA (from 1. highest level to 4. lowest level)?
Please choose the correct answer.

a) 1. Sales organization
2. Plant
3. Division
4. Storage location
b) 1. Company code
2. Controlling area
3. Sales organization
4. Plant
c) 1. Company code
2. Controlling area
3. Organizational unit
4. Operating concern
d) 1. Operating concern
2. Controlling area
3. Company code
4. Plant

Answer: d

Question: 5

Which are valid steps when releasing a standard cost estimate?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.

The standard price in the accounting data is updated in the product master.
The previous standard price is deleted.
A financial document is created if there is stock available.
The release can be done before the mark for update.

Answer: a, c

Question: 6

How do SAP solutions contribute to enhancing business resilience?
Please choose the correct answer.

a) By reducing the reliance on IT infrastructure, thus minimizing operational
risks.
b) By enabling real-time data analysis and decision-making capabilities.

c) By focusing solely on reducing operational costs.

d) By eliminating the need for physical data centers.

Answer: b
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Question: 7

In which component do you maintain primary and secondary cost element master
records?

Please choose the correct answer.

a) General ledger accounting
b) Profitability analysis
c) Cost accounting
d) Internal order accounting

Answer: a

Question: 8

In SAP's Lead to Cash process, what is a critical feature of sales order management?

Please choose the correct answer.

a) It primarily deals with the procurement of raw materials.
b) It allows for dynamic pricing adjustments based on customer demand.
c) It tracks sales orders without integrating with inventory management.
d) It facilitates the return process for products without creating a new sales
order.

Answer: b

Question: 9

What are effects of posting goods receipt to a production order?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.

a) The stock account is credited
b) The plant activity account is debited
c) The production order is deleted in the stock / requirement list
d) Actual costs are posted to the production order

Answer: c, d

Question: 10

You need stock materials for your production order. At what steps can a material
reservation be created?
Please choose the correct answer.

Save and release order
Purchase requisition creation
Availability check
Technically complete an order

Answer: a
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Full Online Practice of C_IEE2E_2404 Certification
ERPPREP.COM presents authentic, genuine and valid practice exams for SAP IEE2E
Certification, which is similar to actual exam. We promise 100% success in very
first attempt. We recommend going ahead with our online practice exams to
perform outstandingly in the actual exam. We suggest to identify your weak area
from our premium practice exams and give more focus by doing practice with SAP
system. You can continue this cycle till you achieve 100% with our practice exams.
Our technique helps you to score better in the final C_IEE2E_2404 exam.
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